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We are looking for an experienced, motivated, and self-driven Asset Manager (m/f) on a full-
time basis. The successful candidate will be responsible for managing a portfolio of
infrastructure assets, and working closely with our inhouse team, and collaborating with
external partners to achieve the investment objectives.

We offer an exciting and broad role in a complementary and growing team of highly qualified
and committed individuals who have been able to establish IST3 INFRASTRUKTUR GLOBAL
as a successful market participant within a few years. The fund invests worldwide into
infrastructure assets in all sub-sectors (incl. telecom, energy transmission, energy generation,
social infra, water systems and transportation), with a focus on regulated or contracted cash
flows. IST manages approximately CHF 10bn in AuM for around 500 Swiss pension funds
through a variety of traditional and alternative investment products. IST3 INFRASTRUKTUR
GLOBAL is IST’s flagship infrastructure offering.

Head Asset Management Private Infrastructure Equity
(m/f)

Responsibilities:

Develop and implement asset management plans for all assets in the portfolio to track
operational and financial performance
Conduct regular assessments and analysis of all assets to identify potential risks and
opportunities for improvement/ value enhancement, including the monitoring of capital
structures and refinancing initiatives
Overseeing, and leading the financial analysis (including budgeting, forecasting, liquidity
management and financial modeling), monitoring and reporting for private infrastructure
assets and the entire portfolio
Monitor and manage contractual agreements, ensuring compliance with legal, HSE,
lender, regulatory and other requirements
Develop and maintain relationships with key stakeholders, including service providers,
partners, co-shareholders, managers, and regulators, to ensure effective communication
and collaboration
Manage and coordinate a team of asset managers and provide leadership, guidance,
and support to ensure effective performance and development
Keep up to date with industry trends and best practices in asset management and make
recommendations for improvements and changes to existing processes

Your profile:

Minimum of 10 years of experience in asset management, specifically in the private
infrastructure sector
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Proven track record of managing complex infrastructure assets and delivering strong,
long-term returns to investors
Excellent analytical and problem-solving abilities, including strategic thinking and
identifying opportunities for growth and improvement, with proficiency in quantitative and
contractual works
Strong financial acumen, with experience in financial analysis and modeling
Exceptional communication and interpersonal skills, and the ability to work effectively
with internal and external stakeholders
Demonstrated ability to manage a team of asset managers, providing effective oversight
and guidance to ensure successful execution of asset management plans
Master's degree in finance, engineering, or a related field

If you are interested in this exciting and demanding role in an entrepreneurial and dynamic
work environment, please submit your resumé (incl. references, motivation letter, diploma,
and a picture) electronically to Martin Ragettli (martin.ragettli@istfunds.ch). We are looking
forward to receiving your application.

Please note that we will only reply to applications which fulfill the aforementioned
qualifications and criteria.

IST Investmentstiftung
Herr Martin Ragettli
Head of Private Infrastructure Equity
+41 44 455 37 13
martin.ragettli@istfunds.ch

martin.ragettli@istfunds.ch
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